The iPad® wall mount is designed for strength, practicality and elegance, that fits both the iPad 2 and the new iPad. There is no visible hardware, and we use tamper resistant hardware for security. There are no visible openings or knockouts. Attractive openings for cable egress are provided. Standard colors are silver and black, or an added value we will print a client logo on the front of PWB with orders of 10 pieces or more.

The Performance LITE-IT® Charger

The LITE-it easily provides lighting in floor, wall, ceiling boxes, equipment racks, or anywhere a work light is needed. LITE-it is included with the larger OWB boxes (OWB-X and OWB-500P) for safe connecting in dimly lit areas. LITE-it can be used with all of our Core Solutions. The LITE-it can be added to every box.

All FSR Table, Floor, Wall and Ceiling Box CAD drawings and BIM objects are available on our website. For assistance in selecting the proper box to hold your power, data, voice, video, etc., please call us at 1-800-332-FSR1 (3771).

Specifications are subject to change without notice.
Every wall-mounted flat screen needs a PWB. Mount a PWB in the wall and end the clutter of hanging cables and equipment.
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The WB Series is an effective way to secure and protect wall plates and data plates with multiple network connections.

FSR’s Wall Box series offers 16 different models to fit a variety of applications. The WB Series is a combination of wall boxes designed for new or existing construction as well as for on-the-spot terminal block and wall-box installations. Filled or attractive, the WB series is an effective way to secure and protect wall plates and data plates, and it’s available in 16 different models.

Access parts are necessary.

The WB Series is available in various models.

Cable management is just a PWB away.

The WB Series is available in various models.

The World’s Only Outdoor Wall Boxes

Designed for AV & IT Connections.
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